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JUS5260/ JUR1260 – English Law of Contract 

The language of examination for this course is English: students may answer in English ONLY, answers in 

any other language than English will be given a F (F for fail). 

Please answer the following questions in connection with the following case scenarios. In 

answering the questions, you are to apply English law of contract. Question 2 is to be answered 

only by Master’s level students (not Bachelor’s level students). Thus, Master’s level students 

must answer questions 1, 2 and 3; Bachelor’s level students must only answer questions 1 and 3. 

1. In January 2012, a company, Luxury Dreams (LD), engages a boat-building company, Big Boats 

(BB), to construct a large, specially designed luxury yacht that LD plans to lease to various clients. 

The contract for the construction of the yacht entered into between the two companies stipulates 

the date for beginning work on the construction process as 1st March 2012, the date by which the 

construction is to be completed as 1st March 2013, and the price to be paid to BB as £5 million, 

twenty percent of which is to be paid as a deposit at the start of the construction (i.e., 1st March 

2012). The contract also contains a liquidated damages clause that stipulates that “any substantial 

breach” of the contract by BB will result in BB having to pay £6 million to LD. In September 2012, 

BB experiences problems in keeping up with its building schedule and in keeping its building costs 

at the level for which it budgeted. The problems are partly due to mismanagement within the 

company. BB then realizes that the sum of £5 million will be too low for it to be able to make a 

reasonable profit. At the end of September, BB informs LD of the construction delay and states 

that it will not be able to complete the yacht by the agreed date unless LD pays it an extra £1.5 

million. LD is on the verge of entering into a lucrative agreement to lease out the yacht to another 

company for the period 10th March 2013 to 31st December 2015. LD fears that if the yacht is not 

finished by 1st March 2013, it will not be able to conclude that agreement – an agreement that is 

worth far more than what the enforcement of the above-mentioned liquidated damages clause 

would provide. LD therefore informs BB that it will pay the extra amount requested, on the 

condition that the yacht is completed as originally agreed. In November, BB appoints a new 

operations manager who is able to increase the company’s production efficiency to such a degree 

that the construction of the yacht is able to be completed by 1st March 2013 and for an internal 
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cost that is only slightly higher than what BB originally budgeted. BB does not inform LD of this 

change of affairs but claims £6.5 million for the work done. LD agrees to pay £5 million but refuses 

to pay the extra £1.5 million. BB threatens to sue LD for the extra money on the basis of the 

doctrine of promissory estoppel. 

 

(i) Advise LD as to whether they are under a duty to pay the extra money either on the 
basis of rules on promissory estoppel or on the basis of other relevant rules under 
English law of contract. 

(ii) Assume that BB does not complete construction of the yacht until 31st March 2013. 
Advise LD as to whether it is entitled to enforce the liquidated damages clause due to 
BB’s delay. 

 

2. Assume that the building in which BB builds the yacht burns down in September 2012, thus 

destroying the boat which was then only half-built. First, explain whether LD may reclaim the 

deposit it paid in March 2012, on the basis of the Law Reform (Frustrated Contracts) Act 1943 

sections 1(2) or 1(3) and case law pursuant to those provisions. Secondly, explain whether BB may 

claim money from LD for the work it did on the yacht prior to the fire, on the basis of the same 

statutory provisions and case law pursuant to those provisions. 

Section 1(2) provides: 

“All sums paid or payable to any party in pursuance of the contract before the time when the 
parties were so discharged (in this Act referred to as ‘the time of discharge’) shall, in the case of 
sums so paid, be recoverable from him as money received by him for the use of the party by 
whom the sums were paid, and, in the case of sums so payable, cease to be so payable: 

Provided that, if the party to whom the sums were so paid or payable incurred expenses before 
the time of discharge in, or for the purpose of, the performance of the contract, the court may, if it 
considers it just to do so having regard to all the circumstances of the case, allow him to retain or, 
as the case may be, recover the whole or any part of the sums so paid or payable, not being an 
amount in excess of the expenses so incurred”. 

Section 1(3) stipulates: 

“Where any party to the contract has, by reason of anything done by any other party thereto in, or 

for the purpose of, the performance of the contract, obtained a valuable benefit (other than a 

payment of money to which the last foregoing subsection applies) before the time of discharge, 

there shall be recoverable from him by the said other party such sum (if any), not exceeding the 

value of the said benefit to the party obtaining it, as the court considers just, having regard to all 

the circumstances of the case and, in particular,—  
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(a) the amount of any expenses incurred before the time of discharge by the benefited party in, or 

for the purpose of, the performance of the contract, including any sums paid or payable by him to 

any other party in pursuance of the contract and retained or recoverable by that party under the 

last foregoing subsection, and  

(b) the effect, in relation to the said benefit, of the circumstances giving rise to the frustration of 

the contract.” 

 

3. In her Textbook on Contract Law (Oxford University Press, 2014, 12th edition), Jill Poole analyses 

rules on the doctrine of consideration and notes in that context that there is “an unfortunate and 

arbitrary distinction, in terms of applicable principle and resultant enforceability, between 

contractual variations involving a promise to pay more and those contractual variations involving a 

promise to accept less” (p. 146).  

 

What does she mean by this statement? Is she justified in characterizing the distinction as 

“unfortunate and arbitrary”? Insofar as she is justified in this characterization, what do you 

suggest is the most appropriate way, de lege ferenda, to resolve the problem to which she 

alludes? Give reasons for your answers. 

 

 
 
 
 

*** 
 

Sensuren faller fredag 12. juni klokken 15.00. Kontroller på StudWeb eller ta kontakt med Infosenteret på 22 85 95 00. Kandidatene 

har rett til en redegjørelse for sensurvedtaket ved henvendelse til sensorene innen en uke etter sensur. Kontaktinformasjon for 

sensorer finnes på Fakultetets nettsider. Du kan også ta kontakt med infosenteret. Klagefristen er tre uker etter sensur. 

The result of the exams will be announced on Friday 12 .June, at 15.00 hours. You can check the results in the StudWeb, or by 

contacting the Information Centre, phone 22 85 95 00.  After the exam results are announced, candidates have the right to be 

informed of the grounds for the result as long as a request is made within one week of the announcement. The names and contact 

information of the examiners can be found on the Faculty’s website, or by contacting the Information Centre. The deadline for 

appeal is three weeks after the announcement of the results. 
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